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In designing this garden, our purpose is to produce a distinctly creative atmosphere, where one feels free to get involved and to genuinely participate. 
For this, we have chosen the title ‘Mi và’...or ‘I feel like’. I feel like jumping in and dancing, I feel like sitting and smelling the fragrant air, I feel like lying down 
and looking at the sky. Enjoying this garden, the visitors will create a unique sound and this will unleash collective enthusiasm and also an individual curiosity.
Mi và is composed of several tubes fi xed in the ground, organized within a circle. There are fi xed yet fl exible tubes, each one chosen in a diff erent shade of red 
to stimulate the eyes .. but don’t worry, they won’t hurt you, as they are soft and pleasant to touch!
Just a simple body movement and Mi và will repay you with unexpected musicality. Inside the rocking tubes there are movement sensitive materials that make 
sound. Complementary to the red hues, you can walk on a mellow green herb carpet where every visitor’s step releases an incredible aroma into the air.

LIFE . TOUCH . SMELL . CHANGE . 
VIEW . SENSE . COLOR.

TO STOP . TO CONTEMPLATE . 
TO LISTEN . RESTING PLACE .

TO MOVE . TO PULL ASIDE . 
TO DISCOVER . SOUND .

TO ORIENT . TO ENCLOSE . 
SIGHT.

Thymus pseudolanuginosus 
Woolly Thyme                
                Thymus praecox ‘Coccineus’ 
                  Creeping Thyme

GRID
dimension: 40 x 40 cm
                 10 x 10 cm
CIRCLE
diameter 800 cm

Chamaemelum nobile ‘Flore Pleno’  
                  Chamaemelum nobile ‘Treneague’

Mentha requienii 
Corsican Mint

Ajuga x ‘Chocolate chip’ 
Bugle 

When people walk on these plants, 
they release a pleasant aroma

tubes            : 8 cm
dimension: 8 x 25 cm
                 8 x 50 cm  

tubes            : 8 cm
dimension: 8 x 70 cm
                 8 x 120 cm  

tubes            : 8 cm
dimension: 8 x 180 cm

Mi và
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prospective section

hand sketches
ground joint and fl exible 
tube’s summit


